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concept 



relevant air pollutants with minimal breath 
resistance, while the halter monitors the air 
quality while running. Using data collected 
by the AER it is possible to plan a run to 
avoid air pollution peaks in your city.

AER is a purifying system, designed for 
the special needs of running athletes in 
urban environments. It is composed of a 
three-part system, the filter, mouthpiece 
and halter. The filter separates out all 





The Filter
The main component of this system is 
the filter, which operates in two separate 
stages. The first stage utilizes an electro-
static charged fabric which detains solid 
parts ranging from airborne dust to ultra 

fine particles. The second stage is based 
on photocatalytic-oxidation. This tech-
nique uses UV light to break down toxic 
chemical compounds into harmless sub-
compounds.



The Mouthpiece
The removable mouthpiece is designed 
with a two component injection mol-
ding part. The solid white part gives the 
mouthpiece its rigidity, the soft translu-

cent part is designed to make the use more 
comfortable. The mouthpiece contains all 
valves in an enclosed system. The valves 
are arranged to minimize the accumulation 

of saliva and condensation. Since this is 
the only part of the system which is in 
contact with saliva, it is also the only part 
which needs to be cleaned after use. 



The Halter
The halter is designed to store the filter 
when it is not in use. It is equipped with 
sensors which measure the air quality in 
real time, which indicates to the user 
if the use of the filter is necessary. After 

running it is possible to forecast the air 
quality. Based on that data, the user is 
able to plan a new route with a lower air 
pollution level.  The adapter on the back 
of the halter has two functions. It is used 

to attach the halter to the belt or to other approp-
riate functional apparel/clothing/gear. The second 
function is to connect the AER to the recharging
puck which provides energy to the entire system. 



at P9 design 

true hepa



Honeywell‘s TRUE HEPA line forms the 
brands high end segment in air purifi-
cation products. The design, based on 
strong geometrical shapes, precise details 
and an advanced touch interface 
convey value and performance. 

The Product family includes three console 
devices as well as two towers to cover a 
wide range of room scenarios. This line is 
also the design foundation for all upco-
ming Honeywell TRUE HEPA products.

Ideation

concepts



Console 300 cadar and Tower 
160 interface details

Honeywell TRUE HEPA product family



bug zapper racket

at P9 design 



concept sketches

competitor analysis &
human factors test

The stinger fly swatter extends the brands 
bug zapper portfolio with a portable and 
more approachable hand held device. It 
provides a 20% bigger killing area and 
safety features like the flexible neck and 
a security switch, which separate this 

product from the competitors. Walmart 
tested the racket in the U.S. market and 
concluded that 78% of consumers prefer 
the new stinger racket to available com-
petitors rackets in that price point.



78%

12%

78% of tested Walmart customers prefer the new 
Stinger racket over the existing competitoproducts.



animation project

freelance | 2010



SIMone is a mobile driving simulator de-
sign concept. The three main elements 
are that it is collapsible, to save space 
and to simplify transport, and that it is 
adjustable. The modularity of the compo-

nents allows for a wide range of different 
users. The purpose of this animation is to 
communicate the advantage of this col-
lapsible and flexible system.

Concept and design:  Arthur Eisenkrein, 
    Fedja Delic

Animated visualization:  Matthias Mazur

click         to watch the animation.
internet connection required.
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sidekick 
wanted

Scoach is a European stock exchange com-
pany.. Since 2006, the green bull and black 
bear have represented the company as the 
brand mascots. Since the existing bear did 
not fit the same design aesthetic as the bull 

it needed to be redesign. The most challen-
ging part of this project was to design a bear, 
which shared a similar abstract design to the 
bull, without loosing the clear appearance of 
a bear.





Bose® Lasertech-home-system ®

analog audio enjoyment, digital comfort.
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BOSE Lasertech-Home-System is a record 
player concept designed as an extension 
of the BOSE product portfolio. It is based 
on the analysis of the brand and product 
DNA as well as the brand’s promise. The 

laser sampling technology provides 
analogue audio quality without damaging 
the record. It allows the user to skip bet-
ween tracks with a remote as well as to 
display the album cover and track list on 
the touch screen.



Bose® Lasertech-home-system ®

analog audio enjoyment, digital comfort.



ModelVision
freelance



ModelVision is a series of miniature car 
models. The cars are made in requested 
scale for model scenes, slot-cars bodies 
and similar purposes. The precise and 
detailed surface models are produced on 
demand with laser sintering.

The detail level ranges form simple car 
bodies up to detailed models with doors 
and interior elements. The used sinter 
technique allows detail up to 0,3mm. By 
now more than 12 vehicles are available 
on request.
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battery

electronic, AC etc.

Package

primary seating area

secondary seating area

battery

The car interior Einsplus was developed 
in cooperation with the VW-Research-
Department and is targeted for the year 
2025. The concept has an autonomic dri-
ving mode, which allows for an unusual 

Team project:
Eva Lenz, 
Michael Scherger, 
Matthias Mazur

interpretation of the car interior. The inte-
rior should rather be understood as a living 
and working space and provide a variety of 
useful features, such as a lounge couch and 
digital table.

size relation to a compact car (Smart) size relation to a luxury car (S class)



click         to watch the animation.
internet connection required.

secondary seating area

extractable table

collapsible control unit

lounge couch
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locking device

helmet

Lock2 combines a bicycle helmet with 
a locking device. Most people who ride 
their bikes every day struggle to find a 
safe place to store the helmet after 
arriving at their destination. This design 
offers the solution to that problem.

With Lock2 you can keep your bike and 
your helmet safe without having to carry 
your helmet with you. The locking system 
also closes the helmet opening and ven-
tilation holes and protects the inside from 
water and dirt.



click         to watch the animation.
internet connection required.



A selection of product based hand sketches...
wacom & sketchbook-pro



Interested in seeing more?
More client work is available on a personal interview.



Thanks for your attention! 
If you like my work, get in touch...

mm@mazur-design.de +49 (0) 157 7389 9389linked in 

http://de.linkedin.com/pub/matthias-mazur/49/b69/3b3
http://de.linkedin.com/pub/matthias-mazur/49/b69/3b3
http://de.linkedin.com/pub/matthias-mazur/49/b69/3b3
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